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1. Introduction. In the theory of classes of groups, the lattice properties have 

been extensively studied by a number of authors. Sel'kin [1] has proved that the 
lattice of all Schunck classes of finite groups is distributive. Al-Dababseh [2] proved 
that the lattice of all Schunck classes of finite n-groups is distributive. Skiba [3] has 
shown that in the lattice of all formations of finite groups, the modular law holds. 
We also note that Guo and Shum [4] proved that the set of all Schunck classes of 
Mal'cev algebras satisfying the maximun condition for subalgebras is a distributive 
lattice and its sublattice consisting of all Schunck classes of finite algebras is alge
braic. However, up to now, we do not know whether the modular law holds for the 
lattice of all Fitting classes of finite groups (in particular, for the lattice of all soluble 
Fitting classes of finite groups). This is just the open problem 14.47 in [5]. In this 
direction, N.T. Vorob'ev [6] obtained only some results about sublattice of the lat
tice of Fitting classes.

In this paper, we give a condition under which the modular law holds for the Fit
ting classes of finite groups.

2. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper, all groups considered are finite 
groups. Recall that a class of groups 5 is called a Fitting class if the following con
ditions hold:

i) if G e and N < G, then WeJ;
li) if G = MN, M < G, N < G and M e % N e % then G € %
It is easy to see from the condition ii) that if 5 is a nonempty Fitting class, then

every group G has a unique ^-maximal normal subgroup which is called the 
5-radical of G and denote by Gs.

Let 5 and -£> be two Fitting classes. Then the class of groups $f> = (G G/G5 e -5)
is called the product of Fitting classes $ and b.

It is well known that the product of Fitting classes is also a Fitting class and the 
associative law of the multiplication holds.

We denote by g V ф the Fitting class generated by § and ф, i.e., the intersection 
of all those Fitting class which contains the union of f  and •£).

A Fitting class g is said to be a radical homomorph [7] if it is closed under 
homomorphic images.

Let 2 = {I | I  is a Fitting class and I  с  £}, where S is the class of all finite 
groups. Obviously, £ by inclusion relation с  is a partially ordered set. The partially 
ordered set is a lattice. In fact, for any two elements g, Ф in £ have a least upper 
bound 5 v § and a greatest lower bound Щ п b

We say that the modular law holds in f  provided the following condition is satis
fied:

if 5, -5 and I  are Fitting classes in 2 and $ r  -1, then
(5VD)n£  = SV(|>n3).

For other notation and terminology not mentioned in this paper are standard, 
the reader may refer to ref. [8, 9].
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3. Main result. To proving our theorem, we need using the Cusack's result in
[10] which was proved throughout the class 6  of ail finite soluble groups. But, by 
using the same method it can be proved that the result holds throughout the class
6 of ali finite groups. We now cite it as the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1 [10, Theorem 2.9]. Let I  and 3) be Fitting classes such that 
IV  0) = Sn(G|G = GjG?) If J  is a Fitting class with I  с  % then

(iv2»ns = iv(9ns).
Theorem 3.2. Let I ,  7) be Fitting classes and % Ф be radical homomorphs such 

that^ n  ф = (1), 1 с  and <9 с  I|>. I f  I  с  5, then
(Ivin5=lv(?n5).

Proof. Let ЭД = (G ! G = GsGj). We first prove that I V  3) = 3R.
If G € ЭД, then G = GjG5. By the definition of I-radical, we have that 

Gj e 1 с  I  V 0). Analogously, G5 e I  V Q). However, since £ V 9) is a Fitting class, 
we see that G = GjG^ e I V 0). This shows that

(1)
On the other hand, since I  с  3£|> n  5) §  and 7) с  £|> n  3) % we have that

l v 2 ) s i|> n ? > S  (2)
Let I|>  n 9) % = Ф and G s S .  Then, G/G* e £, and G/Gg s 5- But, by the condi

tion of the theorem, £ and ф are radical homomorphs, so we have that 
(G/Gj)/( GjG-p / G*) e £  and (GIG%)I( Gt G% /  GT;) e 3 .

Since (G/Gj) / (GjG^ / Gj) — G I GjG-j and (G/G^) I (G£G^ / 6$) — G/ G jGj, we 
obtain that G /  GjGg e S n | i  = (1). This shows that G = GiG^ and hence ф с  OK. 
Then, by the inclusion (2), we obtain

I V J c ® .  (3)
From the inclusions (1) and (3) follows that

OR = I  V
Now, by using Lemma 3.1, we obtain that (2E V 2): f t  §  ■=* I  V (3) $). The theo

rem is thus proved.
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